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Logline
A fragmented collection of closed cinemas in London during lockdown, captured on Super 8mm film.

Synopsis
To put it simply - Cinema Now is a short, observational documentary film (presented in the
contemporary 'Direct Cinema' style) and shot entirely on KODAK Vision3 Super 8mm Film. The film
depicts closed cinemas from the point of view of passers-by, taking a moment's pause and looking
patiently at building exteriors and facades.
During the COVID-19 pandemic thus far, cinemas around the country (and indeed the world) have been
closed and left (largely) without government funding or support - depriving audiences of their love for
cinema. The film sets out to document cinemas in their present state between The Third National
Lockdown (January - May 2021) and aims to provide a meditation on cinema(s) as they were dormant, towering meccas of film that once served (and will again serve) strangers, families and
communities.

How Has ‘Cinema’ Been Approached?
This is a fundamental question that the filmmakers have asked themselves when developing and
making the film. The most important aspect of the film, besides its intentions, is the choice of cinemas
which appear in the film.
 he filmmakers want to make it clear that, whilst the film should be perceived (and perform) as a sign
T
of solidarity to all cinemas irrespective of their structure and beliefs - we want to highlight
independent cinemas who have either been particularly:
●
●
●
●

unsupported - financially or otherwise,
unrepresented - in/by the press, media or otherwise,
face (or have faced) a very real threat of permanent closure,
or a combination of these criteria

 efining the framework in which the film operates early on in the development phase led the film (and
D
filmmakers) closer to the project's intentions.

As a result of analysing each cinema's cultural remit, context within London and more widely and
listening to friends, creatives, activists and educators - a shortlist of the cinemas which (are currently
being filmed and) will likely feature in the finished film has been defined. The full list of cinemas filmed
can be found below in the Featured Cinemas section at the end of this press kit.
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Filmmaker’s Statement of Intent - Concept, Manifesto & Process
(Written Prior to Commencement of Filming, in January 2021)
There are a lot of things I want to say with and to (the) State of Cinema. One of the quietly recurring
thoughts I’ve had over the course of the pandemic so far has been how to find a way to convey my
feelings towards the way that ‘cinema’, both in the literal and macrocosmic senses, have been treated
this entire time. The scattering of these filmic meccas which embody and empower so many in their
respective communities throughout London are at real risk of long-term or even permanent closure
with unknown consequences as to who or what will pick up the pieces - if anything.
These buildings (once home to many a datenight, mates-night and party pre-covid) now take the form
of towering, lumbering monoliths nested amongst houses, flats, shops and restaurants - many of
which have also faced terrible hardship. What more is there to say about the state of cinema as it is
now than by looking (and listening to) these places of film worship. Notice the stillness, silence and
deafness of it all. How deaf has society and the government (of course) been to allow the prolonged
crippling of the Arts in this way, without providing a substantial and compassionate lifeline to them.
We’re not speaking in purely monetary terms here either. No plausible or even sustainable roadmap
has ever been issued this entire pandemic by the government to either theatres, music venues or
cinemas - and this pain is felt every day by those who are responsible for maintaining the
nuts-and-bolts existence of these precious social outlets that we civilians have also somehow
become numbed to.
So let us remind people of that. What does it feel like to yearn for (the) cinema?
In the grand scheme of things, the cinema functions to exist as a space so that audiences can
convene in front of a variety of films. With that predominant social function of entertainment comes a
series of essential bi-products which we may or may not take for granted. The cultural and
educational aspects cannot be understated, neither can the medicinal benefits for one’s own mental
health and wellbeing. The escapism that (the) cinema provides to everyday people is pure magic whether that’s through watching a major studio action blockbuster or the otherworldly, surreal or
arthouse for instance. There is (largely) quite an unspoken exchange of adrenaline and otherwise
communally-felt emotion between a group of random strangers, sitting in the dark, and all sharing in
the same activity - and this is something one absolutely cannot experience (or certainly not to the
same level) as online or otherwise virtual screenings.
In this film, there won’t be a story or narrative per say besides a quiet, contemplative mulling over of
moving images (shot on film) of closed cinema facades, frontages and exteriors. The form and
structure this film takes speaks volumes just by itself.
Besides the literal perspective that the film takes - one of a passer-by stopping for a brief moment and
looking at a cinema (of which you will find hardly any in our film), the narrative perspective is
admittedly open and perhaps unclear. Whilst the film could have very well been a clear-cut exposé or
cry-for-help documentary: we want to alleviate the uncomfortable pressure that kind of message
would create, and instead, offer something different. Rather than being dissuaded, I want to challenge
the audience differently by inviting them into each space so that they can contemplate their own
thoughts about the crisis. As you’ll see in the film, people walk by cinemas without even taking a look perhaps each one of us has become so numbed by the effects of the pandemic that we are only
interested in what, not where, we are going to.
Even before the pandemic, were we ever really paying attention?
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Our Inspiration
 he film is particularly inspired by three moving image pieces which seem to operate on a level
T
somewhere between documentary and fiction. This hybridised mode of filmmaking seems to evoke
more truth and authenticity than with their constituent codes and conventions, with Cinema Now in
mind.

Homo Sapiens (2016) - billed as ‘documentary’ - Directed by Nikolaus Geyrhalter - Trailer
Manifesto (2015) - billed as ‘experimental, drama’ - Directed by Julian Rosefeldt - Trailer
Last and First Men (2020) - billed as ‘fantasy, mystery’ - Directed by Johann Johannsson - Trailer

A frame from ‘Homo Sapiens’ (2016)
Rights: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

A frame from ‘Manifesto’ (2015)
Rights: Julian Rosefeldt /
Australian Centre for the Moving Image

A frame from ‘Last and First Men’ (2020)
Rights: Zik Zak Filmworks / Icelandic Film Centre

Whilst these three key references are all vastly different, they share a range of interesting stylistic and
structural principles. The films show stunning images of forgotten places, buildings we constructed
and then left. As a result there is a lingering sense of simultaneous melancholy and timelessness. In
particular, both Homo Sapiens and Last and First Men offer imagery and sounds of dystopian-like
landscapes and urban wastelands: part-consumed by humans and part-reclaimed by nature.I wanted
some of the cinemas to feel like they were slowly being consumed (or a part of) nature and their
immediate environment which surrounds each.
 anifesto, assesses and is directly addressed to the viewer, as a kind of call to arms - to act now. The
M
film was selected as a reference as we would like the audience to feel a sense of shared responsibility
towards the ongoing issues of cinema who remain (to date) insufficiently supported. Every cinema
has a kind of manifesto and all the cinemas shown in our film operate within different frameworks
(social, cultural, financial, political...)
These films address humanity and contemporary issues using near otherworldly material and
objectives which the filmmakers are very fond of utilising; albeit differently - in Cinema Now.

Shooting on Celluloid
Cinema Now is shot entirely on (gloriously nostalgic and dream-like) Super 8mm KODAK Vision3 Motion
Picture film stock. Shooting 'on film' is still as popular as it's ever been and not only do we want to be a
part of helping raise awareness of cinemas but also the format (and importance) of film and it's
beautifully imperfect, inherently organic qualities. Furthermore, shooting on film creates a permanent
record of the capital's cinemas during the pandemic. Understanding and overcoming this crisis
(together) is crucial so by having this permanent record, we'll be able to reflect on this moment in time
in the near and distant future. The unparalleled aesthetics of film combined with the excitement of
(venturing into) the unknown and of what one has shot is ultimately what drew us to use this format.
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Director’s Final Statement - Reflection
(Written Upon Project Completion, in January 2022)
I think (like most creatives up and down the country seemed to do) I picked up film photography after
the pandemic started, as a way of passing the time and inspired again. It's certainly an expensive
pastime. I noticed very quickly how, during the various peaks, prices would shoot up and film
shortages were rife. It was impossible to buy colour film, stills or motion, anywhere in London for quite
some time. It became an addictive hobby to scrounge for film rolls. It almost didn’t matter what was
being captured - be that a mundane shot of a puddle on a Soho street or a broken plant pot, because it
was ‘lockdown’ it felt interesting and necessary to document.
I stumbled into this project really by accident. As clichéd of a remark that may be, it was true. I was
procrastinating from getting on with my university work, feeling uninspired and confused by the
pandemic like everyone else (having just graduated from a BA in November 2019, with little prospects
for securing a job when established creatives and veterans were being laid off), resulting in my MA
work being left until the last minute. It was Late December 2020 and I had just bought a cheap £45
Super8 camera, not a particularly noteworthy one, off eBay. On a walk one day in Central London, I
decided to shoot a test roll to see if the camera worked. When I saw the first batch of rushes, I didn’t
expect to be as amazed as I was for a camera that is forty-one years old. It’s safe to say I was hooked,
and began filming more cinemas (every now and then) over the coming months. The rest, as they say,
is history. Fast-track to Early May, when cinemas would begin re-opening in the middle of the month, I
realised I hadn’t filmed all the indie cinemas across London. Most had been captured, but there were
still a few more I was unsure of I would capture in time to complete the project authentically ‘during
Lockdown’. I have this strong image of my mum driving me around North London one night and
filming ArtHouse Crouch End, The Phoenix in East Finchley and The Lexi Cinema in Kensal Rise - all in
one sweep, and coming home at 2am absolutely exhausted. It was worth it.
I decided to make an artist’s manifesto, which helped enormously during pre-production in mapping
out specific criteria, which when researching cinemas - would be my framework for if they qualified (to
be filmed) or not. As a volunteer who has run and programmed in a university film society, community
cinema and alternative spaces - it became apparent to me that there is much confusion (certainly
across the capital) of what is and isn’t an independent cinema. Could independent cinemas be defined
by more than just their structuring or operational standpoint? Could an ‘indie cinema’ be ‘indie’ by
virtue of their programming model and the socio-economic demographic of their clientele? Where do
they boundaries and remits conflict? I think we need to be asking ourselves these questions and more,
when supporting your local ‘indie’. I wanted to spark those questions audiences and filmmakers alike
who may, understandably, share this collective sense of confusion of definition. A variety of cinemas
are presented in the film, which some of you may agree (or disagree) with being labelled as
independent. They are all, however - independent - in some form.
Most of the reels of film are presented in the edit, in the order they were shot in. Reflecting upon
shooting, I felt that an important part of the process was showing the physical journey to all those
indie cinemas. Every couple of minutes or so translates to around a day’s worth of shooting traversing across London, setting up the shot, shooting, more travelling, more shooting and so on. It
gets dark very quickly during the winter months so early starts were essential. We had the benefit that
the light was soft yet plentiful, which helped to produce very sharp images when using daylight film
stock. The tungsten stock produced dreamy, strange, and ethereal imagery.
If my thesis supervisor ever finds out the real reason for skiving off seminars, I will be toast. I’m sorry.
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About the Filmmakers
The production is composed of a creative team whose previous experience and work straddles across
film production, film exhibition & programming and education. As such; they are personally interested in
seeing that the film reaches a wide audience and for it to gain academic credibility as a cultural
time-capsule of cinemas during COVID-19.
LOUIS HOLDER (BFIFA) - Director, Cinematographer, Editor, Co-Producer - IMDb / Website
A graduate from the world-renowned Film BA (Hons) course at University of Westminster, Louis is an
RTS Award-Winning Filmmaker, whose work has featured at numerous film festivals including BFI
Future Film Festival, London Short Film Festival (LSFF), Raindance and UCL Festival of the Moving
Image (FoMI). In 2021, he graduated from the MA Editing & Post-Production Course at London South
Bank University and is an upcoming Assistant Editor entrant within Film. He has also volunteered for a
wide-range of youth screening collectives and community cinemas including award-winning
organisations - Westminster Film Society, which he was president of, and Deptford Cinema. Louis is
also the Creative Director of Studio Holder, an independent film company integrating post-production,
independent film distribution and media education with a focus on contemporary & emergent media.
He is a DaVinci Resolve 17 Certified User and is currently taking the Avid Media Composer Certified
User (101 & 110) qualifications. Alongside work and many hobbies - he is working towards completing
post-production on his feature-length documentary debut; Old Suffolk Boy and is directing a spiritual
follow-up to the Cinema Now project - 'centred around theatres, their individual and collective interiority
and the horror that lies beneath'.
Recent Editorial / Film Credits include: 'Marianne & Leonard: Words of Love' (for BBC) (2019), Three
(2022), Hunger (2022), Isabelle(s) (2022), The Long Sleep of Men (2021), Gabriela (2020), Chook
Awook (2020), Voyager (2020), Oh Me Lads (2019), Old Suffolk Boys (2018).
Filmography
The Long Sleep of Men (short, drama)
Old Truths (short, drama)
Gabriela (short, doc)
Chook Awook (short, comedy)
Midnight Insight (short, experimental)
Voyager (short, experimental)
P.OS.E.R.S at 30:
30 Years of Life Drawing (short, doc)
Wolf Feat. Paulina Koch (music video)

2021
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2019
2019

Old Suffolk Boys (short, doc)
Black Lake: Volume I (short, experimental)
Terra Firma (short, drama)
A Live Broadcast (short, drama)
For Mum (short, drama)
Desire (short, drama)
Party Animal (short, comedy)
Moonflower (short, doc)

#cinemanowdoc @studioholder IMDb studioholder.com
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2017
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ROB SZELIGA - Sound Design & Music - IMDb / Website
Rob is an award-winning Sound Designer and graduate of the MA Sound Design at The NFTS (National
Film and Television School), UK. Szeliga was Sound Designer on multi award-winning short film
Balcony (2015) which was honoured with the Berlin Crystal Bear 2016 & Iris Prize 2016. His work has
also been nominated for the MPSE Sound Editing Golden Reel, and has received numerous academic
accolades. Additionally, Rob’s interests in sound span across disciplines ranging from experimental
film & music to non-narrative, video art/installation and analogue production practices. He is currently
working on Discombobulation - a dark and twisted sample-based work examining the mediascape of
the pandemic, and another series of projects centred around 16mm and image and optical sound
production.
Recent Credits include: The Winter Lake (2020), The Uncertain Kingdom: Sauna (2020), Layla (2019),
Granbad (2019), Hydebank (2019), The Element (2018), Bitter Sea (2018), Oksijan (2018), Isha (2018)
The Sermon (2018), Arnilia Grove (2017), Chhaya (2015).
SANDRA TOMALKA - Producer - IMDb / Website
Tomalka graduated from University of Silesia, Poland, where she studied Theory and History of
Culture with a focus on theatre and drama. She went on to study at The Academy for Theatre Practices
‘Gardzienice’, and at Raindance Film School. Her involvement with cinema began when she worked as
production assistant on the film Angelus (2000) directed by Polish filmmaker, Lech Majewski. She
directed short film Son of Satan (2007) and collaborated on short films thereafter such as: Politica
Interna (2006), Pas De Deux (2015), Salt (2019) and Lactasia (2020). She is currently developing a
documentary and a short fiction film.
ADRIANA KYTKOVA - Production Assistant - IMDb / Website
Adriana is a Production Coordinator/Manager for feature films. Originally hailing from Slovakia,
Adriana’s work has spanned across different formats. After completing her MSc in Digital
Entrepreneurship at Goldsmiths, University of London - she worked across film festivals, arts curation
and programming in between freelancing on productions. In 2013, she was the Marketing and
Production Coordinator for the London Analogue Festival. She has also worked for BIFA (British
Independent Film Awards) and BFI LFF (London Film Festival) as production coordinator. Kytkova has
also worked in the arts sector in curation within organisations such as Barbican Centre, sixtyseven
collective and South London Gallery, just to name a few. Recently she has taken a lead on marketing
and crowdfunding coordination for award-winning volunteer-led community cinema - Deptford
Cinema.
Adriana holds a number of health & safety (H&S), diversity & inclusivity, and management
certifications and is a recognised production professional by ScreenSkills; the UK industry-leading
body for Film & HETV.
Recent Credits include: Break (Feature, 2020), The Pale Horse (TV Series, 2020), The Change (Short,
2018), These Broken Wings (Short, 2018), City of Tiny Lights (Feature, 2016), Flying/Falling: Random
Acts - Big Dance (Experimental, 2016)
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Voice Casting
Following conversations with key production crew; we decided to post a casting call notice on StarNow - a
popular directory for sourcing talent - to find people who would be willing to contribute personal testimonials
about (the state of) cinema for the documentary’s soundtrack.
Using StarNow proved to be very effective, as it meant we could connect with people from all walks of life, ages,
diverse cultural and geographical diasporas, and people in arts-based and non arts-based workplaces. This in
turn provided a rich sound source which furthered the project’s research objectives than initially intended.
Overall, it was a delight to receive more than 150 audio contributions and we endeavoured to include as many of
them as possible in the final project.

Distribution Objectives
Once the film has completed the intended festival cycle, the film will be close to the point of public availability and
exhibition. We intend to make the film available for bookings by local & community cinemas, arts organisations
and film societies in Spring 2023.
This will be followed by a general PVOD release on a short-film platform. We’re keeping our plans and ambitions
flexible for the time being, pending partly on the situation posed by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic - whilst also
having a stable, foundational plan for what we hope will happen for Cinema Now.
For cinemas/arts organisations and booking agencies interested in screening the film - we will be opening up and
appealing to organisations in due course and offering invitations to attend virtual previews delivered online in
2023.
The contact for Press Enquiries and Distribution Enquiries can be found in the Production Information section
below.
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Production Credits
Director / DOP / Editor
Producers
Executive Producers
Associate Producers
Production Assistant

Louis Holder
Louis Holder
Sandra Tomalka
Gaye Lockwood
John Holder
Hannah Holder
Caroline Chu
Zak Reay-Barry
Adriana Kytkova

Sound Design & Music
Guitar Performed by
Technical Advisor
D.I / Datacine Operator
Film Stock Supplier
Film Lab: Processing &
4K Scan Services

Rob Szeliga
Vinzenz Stergin
Mario Antonio Liptaj
Kevin Timmins
Frame24
Gauge Film

Featured Cinemas
ArtHouse Crouch End
The Castle Cinema
Ciné Lumière
The Cinema Museum
Classic Cinema Club
Close-Up Cinema
The David Lean Cinema
Deptford Cinema
The Gate Picturehouse
Genesis Cinema
ICA
Kino Bermondsey
The Lexi Cinema

Crouch End, N. London
Homerton, E. London
S. Kensington, W. London
Kennington, S. London
Ealing, W. London
Shoreditch, E. London
Croydon, S. London
Deptford, SE. London
Notting Hill, W. London
Bethnal Green, E. London
St James’ Park, C. London
Bermondsey, SE. London
Kensal Rise, NW. London

Peckhamplex
Phoenix Cinema
Picturehouse Central
Pitshanger Pictures
POSK Cinema
Prince Charles Cinema
Regent Street Cinema
Rio Cinema
Sands Films
UCL Film & TV Society
Westminster Film Society
Whirled Cinema

Peckham, SE. London
East Finchley, N. London
Soho, C. London
North Ealing, W. London
Hammersmith, W. London
Soho, C. London
Oxford Circus, C. London
Dalston, E. London
Rotherhithe, SE. London
Bloomsbury, C. London
Harrow, NW. London
Loughborough Junction,
S. London

Voice Contributions
Aidan McCarthy
Amir Daftari
Anais Marchand
Andrea Waite
Angela O Driscoll
Ben Connolly
Bethany Thompson
Carolina Plaza Briones
Chantelle Brown
Chris Belas
Christiana Bingley
Christopher David Freeman

Colin Lloyd
David Naylor
David Ponder

Derek Atkinson
Diana Livrieri
Dr. Neil Fox
Francesca Marsh
Gillian Lesley Scott
Glen Hannah
Ida Kukic
Isabelle Siegal
Jakco Code
Jan Stefan Simonsen
Jannatul Ferdous
Jessica T
Jon Fisk
Judith Harris

Kaitlyn Bryson
Karen Lord
Karol Olszewski
Karranne McKee
Kat Leroy
Katy-Jane Kelly
Kevin Atkins
Klara Jovanov
Laura Hodgson
Libby Silverwood
Lorraine Hill
Mario Antonio Liptaj
Marlaina Curtis
Megan Anderson
Mezi Atwood

Monica Pereira
Nicolet Nguyen
Noe Bell
Ross K Foad
Ryan Van Der Woude
Sat Niangi
Sue Sillett
Suzanne Crombag
Teodora Agarici
Trevenen Harry

Project Supported By
AJ Danna
Alexandra Larion
Amanda MacPhail
Amro Gebreel
Amy Gallagher
Beatriz Teixeira
Carlos Lozada
Caroline Chu
Caroline Jupp
Charlotte Hendy
Chisato Inagaki
Dan E B Hedley
Darren Siah

Eleanor Adler
Frances Allen
Gabriel Cairns
George Thornton
Hasan Matar
Hector Jenkins-Greig
Ida Kukic
Isaac Raymond
J Santaeularia
Jasmine Atufe
Jen Lim
Jess Newman
Joanna Sitarz
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Jonathan Green
Joshua Webb
Julia Gay
Laura Kay
Leandro Palma
Lenah Susianty
Luca Ferrara
Lucy Rogers
Maira Pasmaki
Marta Bellagamba
Mathias Fraud
Mike Reay
J C Andrews-Clifford

Owen Evans
Peter Blunden
Philip Hodgkinson
Ralph Sansum
Rob Szeliga
Ryszard Tomalka
Sarah Cooper
Sean Grinham
Simon Díaz-Cuffin
Sorin Baluta
Will Ainsworth
Zak Reay-Barry
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In Association With
Indiegogo

London South Bank University

Kodak London

Gauge Film

This film would not have been possible without:
The Cinema Museum, Deptford Cinema, Lewes Depot and Film London

Technical Presentation (Specifications)

Production & Contact Information

Running Time:

14 Minutes

Genres:

Screening
Format(s):

DCP, ProRes,
35mm* (at select screenings)

Year of Release:

Short,
Documentary,
Artists’ Moving Image
2022

Image Resolution:
Aspect Ratio:
Projection FPS:
Sound Mix:

DCI 4K
1.85:1 / ‘Flat’
24
5.1 Theatrical Mix

Countries of Production:
Language(s):

United Kingdom
English

Subtitles:

English Subtitles Available

Negative Format(s):
Camera(s):

Super 8mm, VISION3 Stocks
Bell & Howell 1239 XL Macro

Production Company:
Distributor:

Studio Holder
Studio Holder

Offline NLE:
Online NLE:
Sound Mix:

Avid Media Composer Ult. 2021
DaVinci Resolve Studio 17
ProTools HD

Press Enquiries:
Sales/Distribution/
Booking Enquiries:

distribution.studioholder
@gmail.com
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